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If you can’t find what you are looking for here 
please email us or call us. Our Joint Managing 
Director and Co-Founder, Mr. Ronan Quinlan, 
will be happy to help in any way possible. 

We at Taoglas are here to offer our support. 

Welcome to our March 2014 Newsletter. LTE rollouts are now starting to happen across Europe  
in automotive. This month we would first like to introduce you to the latest LTE addition to our  
External Combination Adhesive Range, the Optimus MA220.LB.001.

Dear Valued Taoglas Business Partner

New GPS/GLONASS-Cellular Products

Taoglas have developed a range of Iridium® 
antennas for maritime, aeronautical, 
government/defence, public safety, utilities, oil/gas, 
mining, forestry, and transportation applications 
using the Iridium® Satellite constellation.

The IAA.01 is our External Magnetic mount solution, 
which has been designed for land/mobile solutions. 
The magnetic mount allows for easy installation and 
removal between vehicles or assets, it is easily 
converted to an adhesive type for greater flexibility. 
The housing is strong, corrosive proof and  
IP67 waterproof.

The Taoglas Iridium® IP.1621 ceramic patch  
antenna is a low profile (4mm) small footprint  
antenna (25*25mm) designed for Iridium® devices.  
It has been specifically designed to provide  
excellent coverage in the 1616.0 to  
1626.5 MHz range.

Iridium® has certified both the IAA.01.121111  
and the IP.1621.25.4.A.02 antennas for  
commercial use in connection with  
the Iridium Communications System. 

Ronan Quinlan
Taoglas
Joint Managing Director
and Co-Founder

Taoglas Limited 
Unit 5 Kilcannon Business Park, Old Dublin Road, Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford, Ireland. 
Phone: + 353 53 9169500 | Fax: + 353 53 91 69655 | Email: aoneill@taoglas.com  
Web: www.taoglas.com  | Skype: ailbhe.o.neill

Iridium® Certified Products

The Optimus MA220 is a combination high performance LTE and GNSS (GPS-GLONASS) adhesive mount 
antenna designed by Taoglas to simplify Automotive Telematic and Fleet management systems worldwide. 
Its slim housing is fully IP67 waterproof and it has been designed to work equally well when mounted 
on glass or on plastic inside a vehicle. 

The Optimus is perfect for those high speed applications that require durability, small size and  
covert installation. The greatest attribute of the Optimus is it radiates efficiently at all 2G/3G/4G bands  
used today in Europe and North America, including the new LTE bands -the 800MHz band used in the UK, 
the 700MHz band in the US, and the 2.6GHz band used in many Eastern European and Scandinavian 
countries, thus ensuring you stable performance in any country.  
Check our specification out! There’s no other antenna out there quite like it.

Dedicated Support

IAA.01.121111 
External Magnetic Mount

Iridium Antenna
1616Mhz~1626.5Mhz

40.5*38*12.3mm 

IP.1621.25.4.A.02
4mm Thick Patch
Iridium Antenna
1621Mhz
25*25*4mm 

Kind Regards,
Ailbhe O’ Neill
Customer Services Manager

Optimus 
MA220.LB.001 

2in1 Adhesive Glass Mount
GPS/GLONASS-Cellular  
Gain 3dBic Typ. @ Zenith

68*62.8*12mm 
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